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Japan re-armament reFlects growing us-china
tensions and Future asia-paciFic war
The increasing conflict between China and
Japan over the Diaoyu/Senkaku islands in the
East China Sea has Japan’s nationalist leaders
pushing strongly to change their constitution to
allow full-scale rearmament of the country.
Article Nine of the Japanese constitution, written mostly by the United States after World War
II, prohibits Japan from having a standing army.
Today Japan is totally dependent on the US for
protection from foreign aggression.
Recent international events have shown the US
to be weak and unable to resolve matters around
the world. Given the circumstances of China’s
rising military and a nuclear-armed North Korea,
Japan doesn’t think one nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier and fifty thousand US troops stationed there are sufficient.
This is also the perfect excuse for the US
to help rearm Japan and to consolidate a
strong ally in a region. It will be a big step
by the US in its strategy of pivoting to Asia
to contain China’s fast rise to world power.
US rulers hope that a re-armed Japan will
help stop the threat that China represents to
the US as the once-dominant world power.
Members of the US ruling class have expressed concerns that rearmament of Japan
could destabilize the region and fears that
other countries in the area will follow
Japan’s actions. But at the same time the US
needs Japan to build a strong military to be ready
in the event of a US-China confrontation.
The new nationalist Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe is wasting no time and is not going to wait
for US approval. On May 30, 2013 Japan’s council of national defense approved a draft for fullscale rearmament. It will also change the name
of the JSDF (Japan Self-Defense Forces) into the
Army of National Defense.
Prime Minister Abe needs two-thirds of Parliament for approval, but he faces strong opposi-

tion within Japan’s population. He is trying to
counter this resistance by building nationalist
pride against China among Japanese workers and
the rest of the population. This is a move used by
capitalist-imperialist bosses around the world to
pit workers against each other.
Japanese opponents of rearmament mainly
come from a strong pacifist tradition that
emerged there after World War II. They need to
understand that Japan’s strategic location will
make it impossible to avoid involvement in a USChina confrontation. The only alternative to
fighting the bosses’ wars for them is to join with
workers in all countries in a revolutionary fight
for communism.

Japan already has a large military although it
does not presently function as a regular imperialist force that intervenes or invades other countries, as it did before World War II. It plans to
create a branch similar to the US Marines in addition to its Army, Air Force and Navy.
Japan’s military has almost 250,000 active
service personnel, 60,000 reservists and over one
million youth reaching military age annually.
Many of these military personnel and youth must
join with workers to help mobilize the masses for

communism, the only way to end imperialist
wars forever.
On August 6, 2013 Japan launched the aircraft
carrier IZUMO, the largest warship built entirely
in the country since the end of World War ll. Another carrier, to be launched in 2016, will further
strengthen Japan’s naval power in the region.
Japan’s nuclear policy calls for the restart of a
nuclear plant that will produce up to nine tons of
weapons-grade plutonium every year, enough to
make 2000 nuclear warheads.
Japanese defense spending will increase over
the next five years to 23.97 trillion yen ($232 billion US). This will give Japan the fifth-largest
military budget. It plans to add drones, stealth aircraft, submarines and Osprey helicopters
to its existing arsenal. The Japanese working class will have to pay through higher
taxes and reduced social services and,
worst, giving up their lives in the imperialist bosses’ wars.
Whether Abe and the Japanese bosses
dream of reviving imperial Japan or just
want to protect themselves from China,
one thing is very clear: the fight among imperialists always and inevitably leads to
world war.
Workers in Japan, China, and worldwide
have more in common with each other
than with their greedy exploitative bosses.
We should not wait for the imperialists to start
World War III so they can send us to die for their
interest and profits. Workers around the world
need and deserve the better life we can build
when we destroy the bosses’ imperialist system
and build a communist society where no bosses
and no profits will exist.
We should start organizing workers and soldiers now to get rid of the bosses and their imperialist system once and for all.

Frederick engels on the laws oF dialectics
One important contribution of Marx’s comrade
Engels to dialectics was his formulation of dialectical laws as general principles about change. He
said that we should consider the world as consisting primarily of processes, not ready-made
things. The laws of dialectics describe some of
the features of all processes. As Engels put it, “dialectics is nothing but the science of the general
laws of motion and development of nature,
human society and thought.”
Engels identified three basic laws of dialectics.
In the last column we discussed one of these
laws, called the “interpenetration of opposites.”
This law states that opposites are connected in
such a way that the two sides have no sharp separation, but depend on and modify each other.
More is Different
Another of Engels’ laws is the “transformation
of quantity into quality.” This means that increasing or decreasing the quantity of something far
enough will produce a qualitative change. Water
boils or freezes, qualitative changes in liquid
water that take place if the water’s temperature is
increased or decreased far enough. Mass mobilization vastly increases the capability of people
beyond that of a small group. Engels wrote that
“the cooperation of a number of people, the fusion of many forces into a single force, creates
… a new power which is essentially different
from the sum of separate forces.”
Engels’ third law is called the “negation of the
negation.” Engels also called this the law of “development through contradiction.” The negation

referred to here is “dialectical negation,” which
means transforming something into its opposite
as a result of the contradictions that it contains,
destroying it or partially preserving it. A seed
growing into a plant, a process that destroys
(“negates”) the seed, is a simple example of this
negation. Engels described dialectical negation
as “the true driving principle of all development—the splitting into opposites, their struggle
and resolution.”
The law of the negation of negation says that
when a second dialectical negation follows the
first, the result is always somewhat different
fromthe situation before the first negation. The
plant that grew out of the negation of the seed
will normally produce many seeds, and each is
likely to be somewhat different from the original
seed.
This law says that historical change is not reversible and doesn’t go in circles. Engels uses the
example of the development of capitalism in
England, which involved the capitalists seizing
the property of many small producers, which was
a dialectical negation. When the working class
overthrows capitalism, it will seize all the capitalists’ wealth and resources, produced over the
centuries by the working class. This overthrow
will lead to communism, however, and will not
lead back to the original small-scale production.
The second negation produces a new result.
By rejecting socialism, our movement is now
involved in negating the negation. Attempts to
negate capitalism by going through socialism

have all led to defeat. The working class can use
the knowledge that socialism doesn’t work to
make the next revolution a fight directly for communism, negating the socialist attempt to negate
capitalism.
What Makes the Three Laws Be “Laws”?
Engels thought that the three laws are proved
by a large variety of cases from human history
and thought, and from natural science. He particularly emphasized examples from chemistry and
biology. It is important to understand what he
means by calling these general conclusions
“laws.” As Engels (and Marx) used the term
“law,” a law can describe a necessary tendency
that is always present but not always fully realized. Marx’s law of the falling rate of profit describes a constant tendency for the capitalists’
rate of profit to fall, although this tendency can
be temporarily overcome by various means, like
lowering workers’ wages.
Enemies of dialectics accused Marx of trying
to deduce that the victory of communism is historically necessary from the negation of the negation rather than from the scientific study of
capitalism itself. Engels denied that this is possible or that Marx tried to do it. Instead, he saw dialectics as representing a comprehensive view of
the world and a method for “advancing from the
known to the unknown,” a tool for understanding
how processes develop.
For more material on Engels’ dialectics, see
the articles on the dialectics page at http://ICWPRedFlag.org

